Abstract. We present a method for transferring knowledge learned in one task to a related task. Our problem solvers employ reinforcement learning to acquire a model for one task. We then transform that learned model into advice for a new task. A human teacher provides a mapping from the old task to the new task to guide this knowledge transfer. Advice is incorporated into our problem solver using a knowledge-based support vector regression method that we previously developed. This advice-taking approach allows the problem solver to refine or even discard the transferred knowledge based on its subsequent experiences. We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach with two games from the RoboCup soccer simulator: KeepAway and BreakAway. Our results demonstrate that a problem solver learning to play BreakAway using advice extracted from KeepAway outperforms a problem solver learning without the benefit of such advice.
Introduction
We propose a novel method to transfer the knowledge gained in one reinforcement learning (RL) task to a related task. Complex RL domains, such as RoboCup soccer [11] , can often be divided into several related learnable tasks. Transfer is the process of using the knowledge acquired in one task to improve the learning of a related task. For example, the skill of keeping a soccer ball away from opponents can be used to evade players who are defending a goal, making it easier to learn the task of goal scoring.
In this work, we present a method for performing transfer using advice. Advice taking is a way to incorporate user guidance into RL and can significantly improve performance in complex domains [6, 7, 9] . In our previous work with advice [9] , the user observes the learner performing a task and then provides advice about which actions to prefer in certain situations. In contrast, our method for transfer obtains action preferences automatically from a model learned on a previous task. The user provides a mapping that connects the two tasks, allowing this transfer advice to be applied in the new task.
We have several reasons for using advice to accomplish this knowledge transfer. It supplies the learner with some prior knowledge of the relative merits of actions in new situations where old skills might apply. It allows a user who is not familiar with the learning algorithm to guide the knowledge transfer simply by specifying the similarities between two tasks. Also, since advice can be refined or discarded by the learner if it is contradicted by experience, transfer advice should not be harmful in the long run even if the user's guidance is imperfect.
In the RoboCup simulated soccer domain [11] , we extract transfer advice from a task called KeepAway and apply it to another task called BreakAway. The KeepAway game was originally introduced by Stone and Sutton [16] . The game we call BreakAway [9] is the subtask of shooting goals. Both of these games are set on a field with two teams of players, and contain actions for controlling the soccer ball. However, the two games use different field layouts and have different objectives. We provide mapping advice that points out the similarities that do exist, and our algorithm produces transfer advice that captures a reinforcement learner's knowledge about KeepAway. We then give this advice to a new problem solver to allow it to use KeepAway skills wherever they also apply in BreakAway.
The next section describes the RoboCup domain from the RL perspective. The following section gives more detail on our RL implementation and the way that it incorporates advice. After that, we introduce our transfer advice algorithm and demonstrate its potential with some initial results.
Reinforcement Learning in RoboCup
Reinforcement learning [17] is a continual learning process in which an agent navigates through an environment trying to earn rewards. The environment's state is usually represented by a set of features, and the agent executes actions that cause the state to change. Typically an agent learns a Q-function, which estimates the best long-term sum of rewards it could receive starting with a specific action from the current state. The agent's policy, or procedure for choosing actions, is usually to take the action with the highest Q-value in the current state. After taking the action and receiving some reward, the agent updates its estimate of that Q-value to improve its Q-function.
In the learning task of M -on-N KeepAway (see Figure 1 ), the objective of the M reinforcement learners called keepers is to keep the ball away from N (usually M −1) hand-coded players called takers. The game ends when an opponent takes the ball or when the ball goes out of bounds. A keeper needs to make an action choice only when it has possession of the ball; it may choose to hold the ball, pass to its closest teammate, or pass to its furthest teammate. It does not have movement options.
Our KeepAway state representation is the one designed by Stone and Sutton [16] , which consists of features that capture simple geometric properties of the learner's field perspective, such as distances to other players and angles formed by trios of players. They describe relative distances from the learner rather than absolute locations. In our implementation, the three learners share a single Qfunction learned from the combination of their experiences, and they all receive a +1 reward for each time step their team keeps the ball.
KeepAway
BreakAway Fig. 1 . Samples of 3-on-2 KeepAway and BreakAway games. The ball is the white circle, and is held by a keeper on the left (a light circle with a dark border) and an attacker on the right. The two opponents (dark circles with light borders) are both takers on the left, but on the right, one is a defender and the other a goalie.
In M -on-N BreakAway (see Figure 1 ), the objective of the M reinforcement learners called attackers is to score a goal against N −1 hand-coded defenders and a hand-coded goalie. The game ends when they succeed, when an opponent takes the ball, when the ball goes out of bounds, or after a time limit of 10 seconds. When an attacker has possession of the ball, it has a learnable action choice: to move with the ball, to pass the ball to its closest or furthest teammate, or to shoot the ball at the goal. We limit movement to four choices: forward towards the center of the goal, away from the goal, and clockwise or counterclockwise along a circle centered at the goal. The shoot action directs the ball at the center, right side, or left side of the goal, whichever is least blocked by the goalie.
Our BreakAway state representation also consists of features measuring important distances and angles, many of which are similar to KeepAway features. The new features include distances and angles involving the goal, and the time left in the game. The learners share a single model, and they all receive a +2 reward for a goal, 0 for a failed shot, and -1 for the other game endings.
In our RL method, the learners approximate the Q-function by solving a linear optimization problem. Following Stone and Sutton's approach [16] , we use tile coding to include some non-linear features in this problem, which allows the model to express more complex functions. Tile coding discretizes each numeric feature into several overlapping tilings, each containing a set of discrete tiles. Each tile is represented by a Boolean feature that is true when the numeric value falls into the tile interval and false otherwise. Through this process, we add 64 Boolean features to the state space for every numeric feature. We have found, as did Stone and Sutton, that this addition to the state space significantly improves learning for RoboCup.
Neither of these games is trivial, especially since the soccer simulator incorporates noise into players' sensors and actions. BreakAway is the more difficult of the two, because it contains only one positive reward that is rarely received by chance (the goalie can easily block random shots). Learners in BreakAway also have more actions to choose from and a larger state space to navigate.
Background: Support Vector Regression
Our learners employ a type of RL called SARSA with a one-step look-ahead to estimate Q-values [17] . Our implementation uses support vector regression (SVR). We use a linear optimization method proposed by Mangasarian et al. [10] and extended in Maclin et al. [8, 9 ] to compute a model that approximates the Q-function. We train the learner in batches: it uses the most recent model to play 100 games, and then updates the model using these new training examples to get a better Q-function approximation.
The main structure in a learned model is a weight vector w, which has one weight for each feature in the feature vector x. Each action has its own weight vector and offset term b, and the expected Q-value of taking that action from the state described by x is wx + b. Our learners take the action that scores the highest with probability (1 − ), and take a sub-optimal exploratory action with probability , where typically is a small number between 0.01 and 0.05.
To compute the weight vector for an action, we find the subset of training examples in which that action was taken and place those feature vectors into rows of a data matrix A. Using the previous model and the actual rewards received during those training steps, we compute new Q-value estimates and place them into an output vector y. The optimal weight vector is then described by
where e denotes a vector of ones (we omit this for simplicity from now on).
In practice, we prefer to have non-zero weights for only a few important features in order to keep the model simple and avoid overfitting the training examples. We therefore introduce slack variables s that allow inaccuracies on each example, and a penalty parameter C for trading off these inaccuracies with the complexity of the solution. The resulting minimization problem is min (w,b,s)
where |·| denotes an absolute value, ||·|| 1 denotes a sum of absolute values, and ν is a penalty on the offset term. By solving this problem, we can produce a weight vector w for each action that compromises between accuracy and simplicity. In Mangasarian et al.'s [10] Knowledge Based Kernel Regression (KBKR) method, advice can be given in the form of a rule about a single action. This rule creates new constraints on the problem solution, in addition to the constraints from the training data. Recently, we introduced an extension to KBKR called Preference-KBKR [9] , which allows advice about pairs of actions in the form
which can be read as:
If the current state satisfies (Bx ≤ d), the Q-value of the preferred action p should exceed that of the non-preferred action n by at least β.
For example, consider giving the advice that shooting is better than moving ahead when the distance to the goal is at most 10. The vector B would have one row with a 1 in the column for the "distance to goal" feature and zeros elsewhere. The vector d would contain only the value 10, and β could be set to any small positive number.
Just as we allowed some inaccuracy on the training examples, we allow advice to be followed only partially. To do so, we introduce slack variables z and ζ and penalty parameters µ 1 and µ 2 for trading off the impact of the advice on the solution with the impact of the training examples.
The new minimization problem addresses all the actions together so that it can apply constraints to their relative values. Multiple pieces of preference advice can be incorporated, each with its own B, d, p, n, and β. We use the CPLEX commercial software program to solve the resulting linear program: (4) s.t. for each action a ∈ {1, . . . , m} :
Transfer Advice
In order to transfer knowledge gained on one task to a related task, we automatically extract advice that tells the learner to prefer some actions over others in new situations based on its experience in the old task. This transfer advice is incorporated into the learning procedure for the new task as explained in the previous section. Figure 2 summarizes the overall process.
As an example, suppose we learned in KeepAway that when a taker was near, passing to the nearest teammate was better than any other action. Our algorithm might transfer this knowledge to BreakAway by generating advice that when a defender is near, passing to the nearest teammate is better than any other action.
This kind of advice is not the only way, or the most obvious way, to transfer knowledge. One alternative would be to translate the actions and features of the old task into actions and features of the new task, and then apply the old Qfunction directly to the new task, hoping that it would provide a good starting point for learning. However, if the new task has a different reward structure, these estimates might be uninformative. Simply transferring the Q-function from KeepAway would give a BreakAway learner inaccurate initial estimates. Instead of transferring Q-values, our method transfers a partial policy that covers some regions of the feature space. By telling the learner to prefer some actions over others in those regions, we give relative constraints on Q-values instead of specifying them absolutely. This approach is more robust to differences in the tasks' reward structures.
The only input our method requires from a human teacher is a mapping that translates features and actions in the old task to features and actions in the new task. For example, we might map KeepAway features involving the nearest taker to BreakAway features involving the nearest defender, and the KeepAway action HoldBall to the BreakAway action M oveAhead.
Using this mapping, our algorithm evaluates a state from the perspective of the old task. If one old action would have been better than all the others in this situation, it gives transfer advice that recommends taking the corresponding action in the new task. Table 1 gives the general form of the transfer advice algorithm, and Table 2 gives a simple but concrete example. Note that this direct translation of a learned model into advice is possible because we represent both models and advice as linear expressions of features.
There are a few complications to this basic procedure. For example, sometimes an old feature has no logical analogue in the new task. In these cases, the user may map the old feature f to a constant value instead of a new feature f . For example, the takers in 3-on-2 KeepAway do not have corresponding defenders in 2-on-1 BreakAway, since the goalie behaves differently from a defender. The user could set the features describing distances to takers to their maximum value, implying that the nonexistent defenders are too far away to affect the Table 1 . The basic algorithm to create transfer advice. We set the constant ∆ to 1 in our experiments. See Table 2 for more details. Table 2 . A simple demonstration of extracting transfer advice. The actions in the old task are a, b, and c, and the corresponding actions in the new task are a , b , and c . The learned model for the old task is a set of linear Q-value expressions with weights w and features f , and these are translated into advice that uses the corresponding new task features f .
old task model: advice format:
and Q a − Q c ≥ ∆ Qc = wc2 * f2 + wc0 then prefer a to b and c user-provided mapping: full advice expression:
and wa1 * f 1 + (wa2 − wc2) * f 2 + wa0 − wc0 ≥ ∆ translated expressions: then prefer a to b and c Q a = wa1 * f 1 + wa2 * f 2 + wa0
learner's actions. Another example is the feature describing a player's distance to the center of the KeepAway field. The user could set that feature to the average value of its range. We use these constant mappings in the experiments reported later. To handle a feature in the new task that has no logical analogue in the old task, we simply leave the new feature out of the mapping.
We create one advice rule for each old action that has an analogue, indicating when the analogue looks like the best choice based on experience in the old task. The other new actions (such as M oveLef t in BreakAway) must be learned independently by the agent. To handle old actions that have no analogues, we also simply leave the old action out of the mapping.
Since we added tile features from the tile encoding of numeric features, we also need to map the tiles of each KeepAway feature to tiles of a BreakAway feature. We automatically map tiles to maximize the amount of the BreakAway feature range that they share. This method does not require mapped features to have identical ranges, since that would severely restrict the mapping.
Remapping is a further capability that allows the learner to apply old knowledge in multiple ways. For example, an attacker can clearly use KeepAway skills to evade defenders on the BreakAway field; with a little cleverness, it might be able to use those same skills to shoot. Suppose the learner imagines a teammate is standing inside the goal. Then, a decision on whether to pass to that teammate corresponds to a decision on whether to shoot. We could do this by mapping all the features involving the teammate to features involving the goal. However, if this were the only mapping, it would prevent the learner from considering actually passing to the real teammate. To let the learner consider both actions, we create two sets of advice, using first one mapping and then the other. We included such a remapping in our experiments.
Situation-dependent mappings allow old knowledge to be used differently in different areas of the new feature space. For example, we might only want to map a KeepAway action to the BreakAway action shoot when the learner is close to the goal, because we know that soccer players should only shoot over short distances. We could do this by providing one mapping that applies when the learner is near the goal and a different one that applies when the learner is far from the goal. We did not use this situation-dependent mapping in our experiments; we expected that the KeepAway passing skills would already prevent attackers from shooting from too far away.
RoboCup Transfer Advice
The two RoboCup tasks we explore have significant differences that make transfer a non-trivial problem. In KeepAway, learners should make the game last as long as possible, but in BreakAway, they should end the game quickly by scoring a goal. Learners in KeepAway cannot choose to move, but learners in BreakAway can. KeepAway takers will always move towards the ball, but the BreakAway goalie will not. There are also different numbers of players.
However, there are also some useful similarities between the tasks. Many of the features map directly, and some of the actions are identical. On a conceptual level, the BreakAway attackers must play KeepAway while trying to score.
We designed the default mappings shown in Table 3 to take advantage of these similarities for transfer from 3-on-2 KeepAway to 2-on-1 BreakAway. The BreakAway features and actions that have no KeepAway analogues do not appear in these tables. The KeepAway features that have no BreakAway analogues are mapped to constants within their ranges.
We then used the remapping capability to apply KeepAway skills to shooting. The two remappings in Table 4 advise the learner to imagine that its nearest teammate is standing first in the left side of the goal, and then in the right side. If a pass to that teammate would have been the best action, the advice will recommend shooting. There was no BreakAway feature to describe the distance from the goalie to a goal section, so we used a constant value in its place.
Using a high-performing 3-on-2 KeepAway model that was trained without any advice [8] , we applied these mappings and our transfer advice algorithm to create advice for 2-on-1 BreakAway. The process produced five advice items, each capturing one of the five KeepAway "skills": the three original actions and the two remapped pass actions. For example, this is the form of the advice that shows how to apply the KeepAway "hold ball" skill to BreakAway: if Q HoldBall − Q P assF ar ≥ ∆ and Q HoldBall − Q P assN ear remap1 ≥ ∆ and Q HoldBall − Q P assN ear ≥ ∆ and Q HoldBall − Q P assN ear remap2 ≥ ∆ then prefer M oveAhead to P assN ear and Shoot Essentially, this advice says that if holding the ball would be safer than passing towards a teammate or towards the goal, then moving forward with the ball is probably safer than passing or shooting. Table 3 . Default action and feature mappings from KeepAway to BreakAway. Near and Far refer to teammates' distances from the learner. The learner is L, the keepers are K's, the takers are T's, and the attackers are A's.
KeepAway
BreakAway
max range min angle(near K, L, any T) mid range min angle(near K, L, any T) mid range distances to field center mid range Table 4 . Action and feature remappings that apply KeepAway skills to shooting. 
Empirical Results
The linear program presented in Equation 4 contains parameters ν, C, µ 1 , and µ 2 . The first two we set by tuning on KeepAway games without using any advice. This led to C being set to 2500 * (0.1+0.9(1−e #GamesP layed/10,000 ))/#f eatures and ν to 100. We exponentially increase C because as RL progresses the estimates of Q (which are infinite sums) become more accurate. We next chose µ 1 and µ 2 by running some tuning games using transfer advice, selecting µ 1 = 0.01 and µ 2 = 1.0. We decay these initial µ values by e (−#GamesP layed/2,500) , since we expect that transfer advice will be less valuable as the amount of experience in the new domain increases. We only tried a small number of possible settings for each parameter, and after choosing our parameter values, we trained on a fresh set of games -we report the results on this final set of games. Figure 3 shows the results of our transfer experiments. Training runs with and without transfer advice are compared. The curves were generated by batch training after every 100 games and averaging over 10 different runs; each data point shown is smoothed over the previous 1000 games (the results from the first 100 games are not included in these averages except at the first point on the x -0. axis, where Games Played = 100, since no learning took place until after the first 100 games).
The curve on the left shows the average reinforcement per game that learners earn as they train, since that is the quantity that the learners attempt to maximize. The curve on the right shows a more intuitive measure of performance: the probability that the learners will score a goal as a function of the number of games played.
These results show that the transfer advice gives a reinforcement learner a modest advantage in learning to score goals. Advice was slightly detrimental at first as the learners refined it, but after about 2,500 games it began to improve performance, and in the end it led to a higher asymptotic result. We have obtained qualitively similar results when transferring to 3-on-2 BreakAway, although in this task the probability of scoring a goal is about 0.6.
Related Work
A number of researchers have explored methods for providing advice to learning algorithms. Clouse and Utgoff [2] allow a human observer to step in and advise the learner to take a specific action. Lin [6] "replays" teacher sequences to bias a learner towards a teacher's performance. Gordon and Subramanian [3] accept advice in the form if condition then achieve goals and then use genetic algorithms to adjust it with respect to the data. Maclin and Shavlik [7] also developed an if-then advice language, but incorporated the rules into a neural network for later adjustment. Price and Boutilier [12] designed a method for reinforcement learners to imitate expert agents in the same domain. Andre and Russell [1] describe a language for creating learning agents whose policies are constrained by user commands. Laud and DeJong [5] use reinforcements to shape the learner. Kuhlmann et al. [4] developed a rule-based advice system that increases Q-values by a fixed amount. In recent work [9] , we developed the Preference-KBKR method, which allows advice to be specified in the form of action preferences. Our current work differs from these previous advice-taking methods because it extracts advice from a model learned in another task, instead of employing user-designed advice.
Other related work deals with knowledge transfer in machine learning. Some early research focuses on learning a simpler version of a task and applying that knowledge to a more difficult version of the same task. Selfridge et al. [13] call this "directed training" and use it in robotics. Singh [15] addresses transfer of knowledge between sequential decision tasks, where an agent keeps track of useful action subsequences for use in later tasks. Thrun and Mitchell [19] study transfer between problems in a "lifelong learning" framework of many related Boolean classification tasks. Taylor and Stone [18] have investigated copying Q-functions to transfer between KeepAway games of different team sizes. Sherstov and Stone [14] have investigated "action transfer" in RL, which uses transfer to improve learning on tasks with large action spaces.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a novel technique of extracting knowledge gained on one task and automatically transferring it to a related task to improve learning. Our experiments demonstrate that the difficult BreakAway task in RoboCup soccer can be learned more effectively using advice transferred from the related KeepAway task.
Our key idea is that we can view the models learned in an old task as a source of advice for a new task. Since we represent both our learned models and advice as linear expressions of features, all the user needs to do is match the features and actions of the old task to the new one. Since advice-taking systems are robust to imperfections in the advice they receive, the user's guidance need only be approximate.
In future work, we plan to evaluate the sensitivity of our algorithm to errors and omissions in the user's mapping advice. We may also investigate ways to further automate the process by helping the user design a mapping. We have already begun to adapt the transfer advice process to work with non-linear models.
When a new learning task arises in a domain, it is likely that human experts will be able to provide information about how the new task relates to known tasks. Learning algorithms should be able to exploit this information to extract knowledge from these known tasks. Transfer advice shows potential as an effective and intuitive way to do this. It can increase human ability to interact productively with reinforcement learners, and we believe that such interaction will be important for scaling RL to large problems.
